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Abstract
For much of the 19th century, the systems of higher education in Britain provided no formal mandate for students to conduct
research. This article explores the conditions facing junior mathematicians who wanted to launch research in this environment and
the university-affiliated mathematical journals that provided encouragement and direction for their research.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Sommario
Durante la maggior parte del diciannovesimo secolo, il sistema dell’istruzione superiore in Gran Bretagna non prevedeva per gli
studenti l’obbligo di fare ricerca. Questo articolo esamina le circostanze in cui si trovarono quei giovani matematici che vollero
introdurre la ricerca in questo ambiente e le riviste di matematica, affiliate alle universitá, che incoraggiarono e guidarono la loro
ricerca.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The dissertation advisor and the Ph.D. represent integral components of the training of most modern mathemati-
cians. After he or she completes courses and finishes examinations prescribed by a degree program, a mathematics
graduate student of today learns how to conduct research and what mathematical path to pursue under the guidance of
a senior mathematician. The Ph.D. provides a formal mandate to conduct research, and the dissertation advisor helps
the student learn how to ask productive questions.
Of course, this system of formal expectations and formal guidance has not always existed, and mathematicians
certainly managed to find the initiative and direction for research in its absence. However, educational institutions in
the European continent during the first half of the 19th century and in the United States later in the century increasingly
incorporated research into the formal expectations for their mathematics students.
What would come to be known as the German university model was initiated by Wilhelm von Humboldt at the
foundation of the University of Berlin in 1810. The elements of this model “included the importance of research
for the teaching of the professor and, as a consequence, the supplementation of lectures with seminars encouraging
research-based study for students preparing to enter the professions” [Charle, 2004, 48]. In addition, “[t]he manner
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by ‘freedom’ ” [Rüegg, 2004b, 5]. At the University of Königsberg, Carl Gustav Jacob Jacobi and Franz Neumann
established the first significant seminar in mathematics and physics in 1834.1 This seminar was emulated by other
German universities in the 1860s, and the first seminar purely for mathematics was established in Berlin in 1864
[Parshall and Rowe, 1994, 26].
Under this model, the doctoral dissertation “needed to be reflected in a ‘masterpiece’ that inaugurated a career
characterized by the scientific spirit” [Rüegg, 2004b, 8]. Besides the doctorate, German universities in the 1830s began
to introduce the Habilitation as an additional requirement of the position of Privatdozent, the first step in a university
career. This Habilitation demanded additional research beyond that of the doctoral dissertation [Klinge, 2004, 137].
Thus, under the German model, students graduated with research experiences and were expected to maintain research
programs in order to continue a career in academia.
The French university model during the first half of the 19th century contrasted sharply with that of Germany; it
was “subjected to severe, often military, discipline, strictly organized and controlled by an enlightened despotism that
governed to the last detail the curriculum, the awarding of degrees, the conformity of view held concerning official
doctrines” [Rüegg, 2004b, 5]. In this highly structured system, Paris and its grandes écoles2 represented the research
center, while “outside Paris the French university landscape comprised scholarly desert” [Charle, 2004, 45]. The doc-
torate was required for anyone wishing to apply for a university chair after 1820 [Klinge, 2004, 139–140]; by 1830,
the theses defended for the doctorate in Paris began to represent “extensive research and were often distinguished by
having real scientific value” [Rüegg, 2004b, 8].
By the second half of the 19th century, the German university model began to eclipse the French model on the
Continent and to exert considerable influence on American higher education [Rüegg, 2004b, 6; Charle, 2004, 55–57;
Shils and Roberts, 2004, 167]. British universities,3 however, operated under an educational model quite different
from either the French or the German. These institutions only slowly introduced formal research expectations for their
students beginning in the 1870s and did not have a Ph.D. until 1917.
Working within a tradition-bound higher educational system very different from those of the rest of Europe and the
United States, how—and why—did early and mid-Victorian4 students begin doing mathematical research? This paper
will give a short overview of the British higher educational system, especially in mathematics, from 1800 to 1870.
Focusing on the years of 1837 to 1870 and the phenomenon of university-based journals, it will take up, in part, the
complicated question of the nature of mathematical training in Britain before a formal system of training was in place.
2. Higher education in mathematics in Britain, 1800–1870
The qualifications, requirements, and modes of instruction in 19th-century British universities were far from
uniform. At Cambridge and Oxford, candidates for the B.A. had to pass examinations for their degrees, but the
requirements for the M.A. at these universities were at most formalities for Anglicans [Ball, 1889, 157; Curthoys,
1997, 343; Walsh, 2000, 312]; however, until 1856 at Cambridge and 1871 at Oxford, religious tests made the degree
unattainable for those not allied with the Church of England [Brooke, 1993, 99; Harvie, 1997, 728]. Although the
M.A. was also a formality at Trinity College, Dublin (TCD), the B.A. required students to earn their degrees through
a cumulative series of tests instead of a final degree examination as at Oxbridge [McDowell and Webb, 1982, 117,
127].5 The M.A. held yet another meaning to students at Scottish universities. At Aberdeen, Glasgow, Edinburgh, and
1 For more on this seminar, see [Olesko, 1991].
2 For more on these grandes écoles and on higher education in mathematics in France, see [Grattan-Guinness, 1988].
3 Britain, in this paper, is taken to be England, Scotland, Wales, and Ireland, that is, the United Kingdom as defined by the Act of Union in 1801
and what “was governed from London during the 19th century” [Crilly, 2004, 456]. In 1800, there existed two universities in England (Cambridge
and Oxford), four in Scotland (Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Glasgow, and St. Andrews), one in Ireland (Trinity College, Dublin), and none in Wales.
The University of London (established as the examining body for University College, London (1826) and King’s College (1828)) was established
in 1836 and was followed by Queen’s University of Ireland (1850) and the Catholic University of Ireland (1854). Provincial universities (which
had earlier beginnings as colleges and schools) founded in the nineteenth century began with Durham (1832), then Manchester (1851), Liverpool
(1881), Cardiff (1893), and Birmingham (1900) [Rüegg, 2004a, 675–687].
4 Like [Crilly, 2004, 455], I take “early Victorian” as the period from 1837 to 1851, and “mid-Victorian” as 1851 to 1870.
5 This format allowed a nonresident to earn a degree from TCD; nonresident students living in England were said to earn a “steamboat degree.”
James Joseph Sylvester, for example, earned such steamboat degrees from TCD in 1841 after ranking as a second wrangler at Cambridge in 1837
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Horn, 1967, 161, 175; Mackie, 1954, 251–252, 273]; at these universities, “the Bachelor of Arts degree had never
assumed much importance, [and] the MA. . . [represented] the first degree of all students in the arts faculty” [Simpson,
1983, 6].
The University of London, founded in 1836 for the purpose of examining and conferring degrees on students from
University College, London and King’s College, held demanding examinations for both the B.A. and the M.A. While
criticized for the severity of these examinations, the University’s Senate believed “[i]t would be very unwise. . . for the
new national university to be an easy touch for degrees in an increasingly qualifications-conscious society needing a
mould in which to set its educational system” [Harte, 1986, 93, 95].
Besides the B.A. and the M.A., a British student might take degrees in the areas of divinity, medicine, and law—
degrees that, like the M.A., had different and fluid meanings at different British universities. Despite the variety of
degrees in these fields and the means of obtaining them, until the 1860s, a student in Britain could obtain no higher
degree for studies in mathematics than the master’s.6 Lacking any other choices, promising mathematics graduates
from outside of Cambridge sometimes pursued their studies by obtaining another bachelor’s degree at that university.
The Scottish mathematician, Thomas Muir, decried this situation in an 1884 address to the Edinburgh Mathematical
Society:
A Scotch University student who has a special taste for mathematics, and has come to the University to develop that
taste, has usually something like the following career:—Of the two or three mathematical classes taught in the University,
he very probably enters the highest. There he obtains a knowledge of Synthetic and Analytical Conics, the elements of
the Differential Calculus, and, it may be, of the Integral Calculus as well. He knows there is no hope for him if he does
not take his Masters of Arts degree, and he gives his attention to Classics and Mental Philosophy with this end in view,
continuing by himself his reading in Mathematics as far as it may be possible to do so. In time he graduates: this entitles
him to compete for a scholarship: he competes, and is successful, leaves for Cambridge, and his University knows him no
more. [Muir, 1884, 11]
Obtaining a B.A. at Cambridge after finishing mathematical studies at universities in Scotland was a practice
in place well before Muir’s address. For example, William Thomson, who would later become Lord Kelvin, began
attending classes in 1834 at Glasgow where his father was Professor of Mathematics. He remained there until 1840
and was entitled to a B.A. but did not take it [Smith and Wise, 1989, 49]. Like many Scottish university students, he
was still very young; in 1841, when he commenced his pursuit of a Cambridge B.A., Thomson was still only 17 years
old.
Graduates from universities throughout Britain regularly earned a second B.A. at Cambridge; this practice high-
lights the generally held view that the mathematical education of early 19th-century Cambridge was the best available
in Britain. This reputation resulted in large part from the Senate House Examinations. Known by the 19th century
as the Tripos, these examinations were well established by 1735, and they soon superseded the earlier practice of
disputations for determining the rank of graduating students [Gascoigne, 1984, 549–550].7 The content of the exami-
nations became increasingly mathematical, and competition for the highest honor bracket, the wranglers, increased the
difficulty of the mathematics: “[a]lthough a very little knowledge might suffice for passing in the early 19th century,
there was no maximum for the competition to be a wrangler” [Enros, 1981, 139]. Until 1850, the examinations were
a required hurdle for all Cambridge students seeking a bachelor of arts degree and not just for those seeking honors
[Ball, 1889, 212]. For example, even after a classical examination was created in 1824, its candidates were limited
only to those who had sat successfully8 for the Senate House Examination [Glaisher, 1886, 15–16]. As a high-ranking
(this honor is discussed below); because he was a Jew, he was barred from taking the Cambridge degrees. He finally received his Cambridge degrees
in 1872.
6 Reforms in British higher education after 1860 are discussed in a section below.
7 In his history of the Tripos, James Whitbread Lee Glaisher characterized the period of 1730 to 1750 as a “time [in which] it was probably
unauthorized, and regarded as an experiment” [Glaisher, 1886, 10]. The Senate House Examination became known as the “Tripos” in a “curious
and interesting manner.” For an account of this convoluted tale, see [Glaisher, 1886, 15].
8 A “successful” student on the Senate House Examination attained at least the Junior Optime level. The wranglers formed the highest honor
class, then the Senior Optimes, and finally the Junior Optimes. Those below these classes were the poll men, or the hoi polloi. See [Glaisher, 1886,
9, 11].
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1994, 87]; for the first half of the 19th century, he could be virtually guaranteed a college fellowship [Rothblatt, 1968,
181].9
Mathematical ability also led to another great honor for Cambridge students, the Smith’s Prizes. Created by the
bequest of Trinity College Cambridge Master Robert Smith in 1798, these two prizes were to be awarded annually
to bachelors of arts for ability in mathematics and natural philosophy. Until 1883, the Prizemen, like the wranglers,
were selected by examination. These examination questions, however, generally encouraged original thinking rather
than the memorization and coaching strategies used by many of those taking the Tripos and fostered “an interest in the
study of applied mathematics” [Barrow-Green, 1999, 272]. These questions were sometimes based on new research;
for example, George Gabriel Stokes presented “Stokes’ Theorem” in potential theory for the first time in print as an
1854 Smith’s Prize examination question [Barrow-Green, 1999, 272, 285].
These examinations, as well as other facets of the Cambridge educational system, provided a substantial number of
students with extensive mathematical training; however, especially in the case of the Tripos, the preparation necessary
for a high ranking also tightly circumscribed the mathematical subject areas that students were motivated to study. The
course of mathematical study at Cambridge was thus, on the one hand, compelling and rewarding but, on the other
hand, competitive and bounded. In his inaugural presidential address to the newly founded London Mathematical
Society in 1865, Augustus De Morgan maintained that “the English mathematical world of present day takes its tone
principally from the Cambridge examinations. . . [, which are] nothing but a hard trial of what we must call problems. . .
between the Senior Wrangler that is to be of this present January, and the Senior Wrangler of some three or four years
ago” [De Morgan, 1865, 3–4]. Leslie Stephen described the environment fostered by the Tripos with the following
colorful analogy: “People sometimes ask, What is the good of horseracing? The respectable and ostensible reply is
that it improves the breed of horses. Our educational system is supposed to improve the breed of undergraduates,
and in very much the same way. . . The examination is to the undergraduate what the race-course is to the inferior
animal. . . The senior wrangler is the winner of the Derby” [Stephen, 1932, 24–25].
While Cambridge students were immersed in a competitive environment spawned by the Tripos, honors students
at Oxford were not ranked, and not everyone was expected to engage in mathematical study. Although university
scholarships established in 1831 resembled the Smith’s Prizes, they did not play as major a role as their Cambridge
counterparts [Fauvel, 2000].
TCD maintained a tighter focus on mathematics than Oxford; this focus was due in large part, as at Cambridge,
to a university examination. For three centuries, an examination was required for the election to fellowships at the
University of Dublin.10 Although the examination included material on logic, ethics, and classics, by the close of the
18th century it had a mathematical focus [Spearman, 1991, 281], and by 1830, mathematics and theoretical physics
had gained “complete ascendancy” over the other subjects [McDowell and Webb, 1982, 128]. As a result of the ex-
amination, fellows, and therefore the academic personnel, overwhelmingly possessed mathematical prowess; students
aiming for fellowships after graduation directed their studies toward gaining mathematical ability. Mathematics also
figured prominently in the examinations for the gold medals awarded to honor students upon their graduation. These
medals were established in 1793 and by 1815 were limited to one in science and one in classics. For the science medal,
as for the fellowship examination, a proficiency in mathematics and physics was key [McDowell and Webb, 1982, 90,
128].11
British university students received instruction for these examinations and, in general, for mathematics from a
variety of sources. College fellows provided one such source, but the proportion of instruction for which they were
responsible varied greatly by university.
Financial stringency in early 19th-century TCD limited the number of fellows and therefore presented them with a
formidable teaching load [McDowell and Webb, 1982, 110]. In 1830, the 18 junior fellows at Dublin provided most of
9 Trinity College, Cambridge, was the exception, requiring its fellowship candidates to take an examination focused on both classics and mathe-
matics [Winstanley, 1940/1977, 424–425].
10 Trinity College, Dublin is the one college of the University of Dublin, the latter “a most elusive and shadowy entity. . . [which] has never had
even a well-grounded formal existence. . . [T]he College was from its foundation vested with the powers, functions and status of a university, so that
the single corporation then established must be regarded as a unitary body with collegiate and university aspects” [McDowell and Webb, 1982, 4].
11 Through further restructuring in 1833, students were allowed to sit for the examination covering the subject (classics, mathematics, or ethics
and logic) in which they were most able [McDowell and Webb, 1982, 174].
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administrative positions. A fellow providing tuition had, on average, to contend with over 100 students [McDowell and
Webb, 1982, 105]. These duties allowed little time for research. Thomas Robinson, a TCD fellow from 1814 to 1821
and later a TCD professor of natural philosophy, wrote in 1820 that, “[u]nder the system pursued at present in Trinity
College, its fellows can scarcely be expected to devote themselves to any work of research or even of compilation;
constantly employed in the duties of tuition, which harass the mind more than the most abstract studies, they can have
but little inclination, at the close of the day, to commence a new career of labour. How different is this from the state
of the English Universities” [Robinson, 1820].
At Oxford, both the number of fellows and the percentage employed in teaching were drastically different from
those of TCD. The Oxford fellows numbered in the hundreds, and the percentage of those engaged as educators at
their university hovered around 10% for the first half of the nineteenth century [Dunbabin, 1997, 408]. Those fellows
without duties, called “idle fellows” by their critics, often lived outside of Oxford and used their positions as a form
of income while beginning their careers [Curthoys, 2000, 132; Engle, 1974, 309].
A similarly “idle” class of fellows apparently existed at Cambridge. According to the estimate of two fellows in
1840, “if the whole society [of Trinity College, Cambridge] were now in residence, three-fourths of the body would
be unemployed, or busy only in private and for themselves” [Anon., 1840]. For the fellow who did work as college
tutor, Leslie Stephen indicated that many obstacles could prevent him from being a devoted teacher:
. . . [a tutor] may go beyond the ordinary routine of lectures and endeavour to teach his pupils something. . . The objections
to this course are, however, obvious. In the first place, it takes much time and trouble, for which he receives no extra pay,
and even in a model University, we can’t rely exclusively upon unselfish motives of action. Again, a college tutor, whose
mind is incessantly distracted by the cares of office, by corresponding with parents, maintaining discipline, and a hundred
vexatious details, cannot, as a rule, successfully compete with the private coach. And, finally, if the tutor considers himself,
as he of course, should, as the caterpillar which is to be developed into the butterfly dignity of a bishop, a head of a house,
or, at lowest, a divinity professor, the drudgery of teaching prevents him from studying the full graces of his character.
[Stephen, 1932, 81]
While Stephen’s colorful account may lean toward exaggeration, for most of the 19th century, Cambridge students
certainly did not find the education provided by a college tutor adequate for the rigors of their examinations. To
supplement their instruction, these students employed private coaches.
In response to the establishment of the Tripos examination, Cambridge students during the late 18th century had
begun to seek out and pay for extra help with their studies. Gradually, these private studies began to eclipse those
received in college, and by the mid-19th century, private coaching represented a vital component of the Cambridge
education: “[i]t was certainly apparent that coaches were not simply providing supplementary or remedial instruction.
They were the most important teachers in the university: and all undergraduates were forced to use them” [Rothblatt,
1968, 198]. To the many fellows who had no formal teaching duties, this opportunity for activity and financial reward
proved irresistible. Even for a fellow who tutored for his college, the prospect of extra earnings could sway him to
coach. For Cambridge graduates hoping eventually to receive fellowships, for those barred from fellowships because
of marriage or religious issues, and for those whose poverty had driven up debts which needed to be repaid, coaching
provided an employment solution [Rothblatt, 1968, 201, 207]. To be profitable, however, private coaching exacted a
huge time commitment: “[a] well-paid coach had to be competitive, sure of his technique, well-organized and willing
to work at least six hard tutorial hours every day, as well as grade written exercises and problem sets” [Rothblatt,
1968, 199].
The quality of instruction given by these coaches could be quite high; for example, the coaches William Hopkins
and Edward John Routh challenged the minds of many of the best Cambridge mathematicians of the 19th century.
However, the fees for a coach’s services could be correspondingly high, and despite their talents, these coaches worked
outside of the university system; in the words of Rouse Ball, “the whole instruction of the bulk of the more advanced
students [in mathematics] passed into the hands of a few men who were independent both of the university and
the colleges—a fact which seems to be as puzzling as it is inexplicable to foreign observers” [Ball, 1889, 161].
The Cambridge mathematician, George Peacock, complained in 1841 that the “unhappy system” of private coaching
had “contributed more than any other cause, to the very general and in some respects just, complaints which have
been made of late years, of the paucity of works of learning and research which have issued from the University of
Cambridge” [Peacock, 1841].
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complementary and did not wrestle over the control of their students. Coaches were seen as providing key services
to those both needing remediation and aspiring to prizes and honors, including fellowship candidates [McDowell and
Webb, 1982, 132–133].
The relationship between coaches and tutors was not so symbiotic at Oxford, and by mid-19th century, college
tutors were actively trying to regain from the coaches their position as the most effective teachers. As at Cambridge,
the establishment at the beginning of the 19th century of competitive examinations for attaining honors and even
the ordinary B.A. at Oxford had spawned private coaching [Engle, 1974, 307]. In specializing instruction, adopting
the teaching methods used by coaches, and strengthening their overall quality by easing restrictions on fellowship
elections, college tutors at Oxford eventually reestablished control over the instruction of their students.
Although this transition put the instructional power back into the colleges’ hands, university professors were still
isolated from the students. The lectures delivered by Oxford professors were usually ill attended because the areas of
the professorships were not part of the required curriculum [Engle, 1974, 306]. James Joseph Sylvester, who arrived
in Oxford in 1883 to assume the Savilian Professorship of Geometry, was painfully aware of his isolation from the
students. Four years after leaving the Johns Hopkins University, where he led America’s first mathematical research
school, Sylvester lamented to Hopkins president Daniel Coit Gilman in 1887 that “I am out of heart in regard of my
Professorial work in this University in which all the real power of influencing the studies of the place lies in the hands
of the College Tutors and in which I can see no prospect of doing any real good” [Sylvester, 1887].
A similar situation was faced by Cambridge professors. At the end of the 18th century, professors at Cambridge
were chosen for their scholastic eminence instead of their teaching prowess, and “they were generally glad to abandon
nearly all teaching to the colleges” [Ball, 1889, 158]. This attitude continued into the next century; for example,
Charles Babbage continued to live in London while holding the Lucasian Professorship of Mathematics at Cambridge
from 1828 to 1839 and gave no lectures [Hannabuss, 2000, 446]. Even if they chose to teach, Cambridge mathematical
professors could not be assured a substantial audience. Unless their lectures would be directly beneficial to preparation
for the Tripos, these professors could expect few students in attendance [Rothblatt, 1968, 199].
In contrast, professors in the mathematical sciences at TCD had a great influence on both the instruction and re-
search directions of the university. These men often came from the university’s fellows, and taught subjects relevant
to their students’ examinations. However, non-fellow professors, especially if their specialities were outside the cur-
riculum, enjoyed little influence or remuneration in this institution “run by the Fellows for the Fellows and students”
[McDowell and Webb, 1982, 310]. They were seen as “technical experts hired to discharge specialized teaching duties,
but not qualified to participate in the general direction of academic affairs” [McDowell and Webb, 1982, 111].
At institutions lacking the collegiate structure of Oxford, Cambridge, and TCD, professors had no trouble attracting
students to their lectures. However, their days were crowded with teaching, leaving little room for research. A student
recalled the extensive teaching efforts of his Professor of Mathematics at University College, London, Augustus De
Morgan:
De Morgan was far from thinking the duties of his chair adequately performed by lecturing only. At the close of every
lecture in each course he gave out a number of problems and examples illustrative of the subject which was then engaging
the attention of the class. His students were expected to bring these to him worked out. He then looked them over, and
returned them revised before the next lecture. Each example, if rightly done, was carefully marked with a tick, or if a
mere inaccuracy occurred in the working it was crossed out, and the proper correction inserted. If however, a mistake
of principle was committed, the words “show me” appeared on the exercise. The student so summoned was expected to
present himself on the platform at the close of the lecture, when De Morgan would carefully go over the point with him
privately, and endeavour to clear up whatever difficulty he experienced. The amount of labour thus involved was very
considerable, as the number of students in attendance frequently exceeded one hundred. [De Morgan, 1882, 99]
While many of De Morgan’s efforts in teaching, encouraged by his defined pedagogical opinions, were self-imposed
[Rice, 1996, 381–382], even a less conscientious professor would have strained under the responsibility of teaching
the entire mathematics course at the University.
In Scotland, university professors played a large role in teaching [Charle, 2004, 53]. However, the audience and the
format for this teaching were not conducive to supervised research in mathematics:
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far into the nineteenth century. Many professors were competent mathematicians, but their students were insufficiently
prepared for the study of higher mathematics. The average age at matriculation was fourteen to fifteen. Teaching often
took place in large groups, so that the individual student could expect little personal attention. [Bockstaele, 2004, 506–507]
As discussed above, those Scottish students who did excel mathematically soon followed the call to Cambridge.
As this overview of the British higher educational system for the period of 1800 to 1870 has shown, professorships
in British universities rarely provided time for both research and teaching. For professors at Oxford and Cambridge,
there was ample time for research but a high probability of isolation from students. In contrast, other British universi-
ties offered ample student interaction at the cost of research. Fellows acting as college tutors faced daunting teaching
loads and administrative responsibilities; furthermore, until the 1870s, examinations instead of research determined
their election to fellowships. Private coaches provided instruction entirely outside of the university or college sys-
tems and requirements. Thus, while they might encourage their students’ mathematical ability through examinations,
British universities before the 1870s provided no formal mandate for supervised mathematical research.
3. Encouragement and direction on the pages of university-based mathematics journals
In the absence of a system of encouragement and direction of research for university students, what stimulated a
pre-1870s Victorian student to begin original work in mathematics? What encouraged him to continue mathematical
studies after the rigors of his examinations had ended? A source of encouragement that proved to be vital during this
period and that will be the subject of the remainder of this paper was the running mathematical conversations found
on the pages of journals. Although they lacked any formal mandate to do so, recent graduates of British universities
founded several 19th-century journals primarily or substantially devoted to mathematics.
3.1. The nineteenth-century publication environment for British mathematics
These university journals existed within a wider publication environment for British mathematics that was not
always easily accessible to young mathematicians. The Transactions of several British scientific societies were cer-
tainly open to mathematical articles during this period; in fact, the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society
of London had accepted such articles since the 17th century. However, these society journals presented significant
obstacles to new researchers trying to publish mathematics rapidly. For example, a mathematician wanting to publish
in these society venues needed either to belong to the society or to have a member formally “communicate” the paper.
After successfully submitting a paper, an author still risked never seeing the manuscript again. In the case of the Royal
Society, if the paper was not accepted by the referees for publication, the manuscript was permanently deposited in
the society’s archives. A mathematician overcoming these hurdles might wait months or even years to see a com-
munication in print, sandwiched between articles from other scientific fields. With no major mathematical society of
their own before 1865, British mathematicians competed with scholars from these other fields for publication room in
society journals.
Publishing in independent scientific journals, such as the Philosophical Magazine (1798–present) allowed British
mathematicians to avoid society regulations while publishing their work more rapidly. However, this venue was still
a general scientific one; mathematicians had to advocate the publication of their articles to editors wary of both
mathematics and its appeal to their readers.
The independent mathematical journals in existence in Britain before 1837 were generally short-lived affairs de-
voted primarily to questions for answer, enigmas, and puzzles. One notable exception was Thomas Leybourne’s
Mathematical and Philosophical Repository, launched in 1795. During the first decade of the 19th century, Ley-
bourne’s fellow mathematical masters at the Royal Military College, William Wallace and James Ivory, made innova-
tive contributions to the Repository using continental mathematical approaches to differential calculus. Despite these
contributions, the Repository still relied on questions for answer for much of its contents, and it dissolved by 1835.
Another independent mathematical journal with military academy ties was The Mathematician, which ran from 1843
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Mathematical Journals Affiliated with British Universities
Memoirs of the Analytical Society 1813 (1 vol.)
Cambridge Mathematical Journal 1837–1845 (4 vols.)
Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal 1846–1854 (9 vols.)
Oxford, Cambridge, and Dublin Messenger of Mathematics 1862–1870 (5 vols.)
Journals with Substantial Mathematical Content Affiliated with British Universities
Cambridge Phil. Society Transactions and Proceedings 1821–present
Transactions of the Dublin University Philosophical Society 1843–1854 (6 vols.)
Hermathena* 1873–present
* Substantial mathematical content until 1888 (first 6 vols.).
to 1850. This three-volume series was established and edited by Thomas Stephens Davies, William Rutherford, and
Stephen Fenwick, all mathematical masters at the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich.12
Within this wider publication venue for mathematics, graduates of Cambridge, Oxford, and TCD were actively
trying to create a niche for mathematicians new to research (see Table 1). Like the independent mathematical journals
mentioned above, many of these university-based ventures were short-lived; two of the journals in Table 1, the Cam-
bridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal and the Oxford, Cambridge, and Dublin Messenger of Mathematics, were
reincarnated in formats that appealed to a wider mathematical population, one, Hermathena, shifted its focus away
from mathematics, and two simply burned out. Despite their sometimes transient existences, these journals represent
responses to the needs of aspiring mathematicians coming out of an educational system that provided little incentive
or guidance for research. This paper will discuss the four journals in Table 1 founded and published between 1837 and
1870; these journals in particular encouraged and challenged young mathematicians to continue their mathematical
investigations after graduation.
3.2. The Cambridge Mathematical Journal
The Cambridge Mathematical Journal (CMJ) was the brainchild of Archibald Smith, a fellow of Trinity College,
Cambridge.13 In December of 1836, Smith introduced the idea of founding a mathematical journal to Duncan Gregory,
also of Trinity. Gregory agreed to join the journal project after he completed his Tripos examination, which he was
to take a month later. He placed as fifth wrangler for 1837, a ranking just below George Green (fourth) and Sylvester
(second) [Allaire, 1997, 76]. Smith had placed as the senior wrangler for 1836, and the third Journal founder, Samuel
S. Greatheed, ranked as fourth wrangler in 1835; thus, the CMJ was clearly the enterprise of three successful products
of the Cambridge examination system who desired to explore mathematics outside of the system’s confines.
After marriage forced him to leave his fellowship, Greatheed left Trinity for a career in the church, and in particular,
composing music. Smith followed another popular route for high-ranking wranglers and began a law career. These
defections soon left Gregory as the driving force of the new journal [Crilly, 2004, 463, 468]. In the preface to the
CMJ’s first number, Gregory pointed out that many recognized the lack of a “proper channel. . . for the publication of
papers on mathematical subjects, which did not appear to be of sufficient importance to be inserted in the Transactions
of any of the Scientific Societies,” that is, papers by young, unknown mathematicians. Gregory was confident that
Cambridge mathematicians were already “able and willing to communicate” material to his new journal, “while,”
he noted, “the very existence of such a work is likely to draw out others, and make them direct their attention in
12 Because it issued from a military academy instead of a university, and “its writers and readership was a loosely constituted group” [Crilly, 2004,
492], it will not be considered in this paper. The noninclusion of the journal is based on its lack of clear university ties and not on its importance.
In his 1893 paper on mathematical journalism for l’Association Française pour l’Avancement des Sciences, J.S. MacKay listed The Mathematician
among the most important journals “for the progress of mathematical science in England” [Mackay, 1893, 307–308]. For more information on
The Mathematician, see [Despeaux, 2002a, 123–127] and [Crilly, 2004, 459–461, 481, 492]. The Cambridge Philosophical Society held clear
university ties, but limited its fellowship to graduates [Hall, 1969, 62–63]; it will not be discussed in this paper. In his survey of Cambridge
mathematics from 1815 to 1840, Ivor Grattan-Guinness found 74 mathematical contributions to the Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical
Society by 21 contributors, of which all but four were fellows of the Society [Grattan-Guinness, 1985, 90, 92–94]. Until 1965, non-fellows wanting
to submit papers to the Society’s journals had to get a fellow to “communicate” them [Johnstone, 1986, 2].
13 For a thorough account of the Journal’s foundation and reincarnations, see [Crilly, 2004].
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them “on a level with the progressive state of mathematical science, and so lead them to feel a greater interest in
the study of it.” First and foremost, however, the CMJ would “supply a means of publication for original papers”
[Gregory, 1837, 1]. The CMJ quickly did become a “proper channel” for young researchers; in fact, of the 24 CMJ
authors for which birthdates were available, all but eight made their first contributions before they turned 30 years
old.14
While the CMJ was primarily a venue for young Cambridge mathematicians, it also represented a means for
someone totally outside of the Cambridge network to launch his mathematical career. Although mathematically gifted,
George Boole had not attended university, and had taught from the age of 16 at various institutions in or near Lincoln.
After contacting Gregory in 1839, Boole began to seek the editor’s advice on the best ways to focus, present, and
publish his research [Smith, 1982, 7]. Like Gregory, Boole was interested in the calculus of operations.
The calculus of operations involved separating symbols of operation, for example, differentiation, from symbols
of quantity. Using general properties of algebra, the separated symbols of operation were then simplified in order to
reach a solution to an analytical problem. By the 1830s, these methods were being met with distrust on the Continent,
but they were increasingly embraced by young British mathematicians, especially the contributors to the CMJ.15 In
particular, Boole attacked the problem of the solution of linear differential equations with constant coefficients, the
same problem that Gregory had discussed in 1837 in the CMJ.16
In an 1840 letter to Boole, Gregory praised this research, calling it “exceedingly ingenious,” and capable of reducing
“the problem to the greatest degree of simplicity of which it admits.” Boole had tried to get this work published in
the general science journal, the Philosophical Magazine, but to no avail. Giving a telling opinion on the existing
publication environment for junior mathematicians, Gregory responded that, “I do not think that the non-insertion of
your paper in the Phil. Mag. was due to any other cause than this: that the editor is ignorant of mathematics, and is
very unwilling to risk the publication of any mathematical communication, unless a previous knowledge of the author
gives him some security for the correctness of the paper” [Gregory, 1840].
Although the CMJ was not Boole’s first choice for publication, and Boole’s result was a great improvement on his
own, Gregory was both magnanimous and helpful, writing that, “I shall be very happy to get your article inserted in
the journal, but I have some doubts whether the paper, as you have sent it to me, is in the best form. . . If it be agreeable
to you I will draw up the paper in the way which I think is best fitted for publication, and will transmit [it] to you for
your inspection” [Gregory, 1840]. Boole gladly accepted Gregory’s offer to rewrite the paper, which appeared in the
second volume of the journal [Boole, 1840]. In 1859, Boole described this paper as being actually written by Gregory,
“from notes furnished by the author of this work, whose name the memoir bears. The illustrations were supplied by
Mr. Gregory. In mentioning these circumstances the author recalls to memory a brief but valued friendship” [Boole,
1952, 435].
In the same 1840 letter to Boole, Gregory encouraged his mathematical apprentice to pursue the problem of differ-
ential equations with variable coefficients. Gregory explained that “I shall be glad to hear that you have made progress
in the solution of equations, with variable co-efficients. The question is a very difficult one, and of the highest impor-
tance, as it is in that direction that we must look for some extension of our means of analysis” [Gregory, 1840]. Boole
soon successfully tackled this problem, and again Gregory helped him bring his solution to print.
Unsure of where to publish this memoir, Boole asked the advice of Gregory, who responded in 1843 that, “I have
been prevented from answering your letter by a severe attack of illness, from which I have not yet recovered. My
advice certainly is, that you should endeavour to get your paper printed by the Royal Society, both because you
will thereby avoid a considerable expense, and, because a paper in the ‘Philosophical Transactions’ is more likely to
be known and read than one printed separately” [Gregory, 1843]. He then explained to Boole the “communication”
procedure of the Society discussed above.
14 Birthdate information was unavailable for two of the CMJ contributors. Since each of the CMJ’s volumes ran over two-year periods (volume
one ran from 1837 to 1839, and volume two ran from 1839 to 1841, for example), the middle date of this period was used to date an author at his
first contribution (James Cockle, for example, was born in 1819 and made his first contribution to volume 2, so he is dated as 21). The average age
for a first contribution to the CMJ was 29.4 (without its oldest contributor, Gregory’s former teacher, William Wallace, this average drops to 27.7).
15 For more on the calculus of operations in the CMJ, see [Despeaux, in press].
16 For more on Gregory’s contributions to the calculus of operations, see [Allaire and Bradley, 2002].
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the Society print the memoir, but also they awarded Boole a Royal Medal in 1844 on its merits [Smith, 1982, 2]. The
breakthrough in Boole’s memoir was similar to the key to Sir William Rowan Hamilton’s invention of 16 October,
1843: a loosening of the requirement of commutativity. Instead of applying noncommutativity to quaternions, Boole
applied it to operations [Koppelman, 1971, 197–198].
In this editor/contributor relationship, Boole derived both direction and encouragement for his research. The CMJ
and its editor gave Boole, a man entirely outside of the Cambridge educational network, entry into the world of
mature mathematical researchers. In the view of Tony Crilly, “[w]ithout the CMJ, Boole would have almost certainly
languished in Lincoln, there to remain, an erudite school proprietor, instead of becoming a leading mathematician of
the Age” [Crilly, 2004, 487].
As he mentioned in his letter to Boole, Gregory, by 1843, was in the midst of a recurring illness [Ellis, 1844, 151].
The November 1843 number of the CMJ was the last issue that he would edit; Gregory finally succumbed to his illness
in 1844 at the age of 30. After a short interim period, William Thomson began a new series of the journal.
3.3. The Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal
Thomson had been involved with the Journal since the age of 16, when his first article was published under the
pseudonym “PQR.” Five years later, he returned from a semester-long sojourn in Paris after graduating as second
wrangler. During this trip, he had begun a productive friendship with Joseph Liouville and had introduced French
mathematicians to the work of George Green [Thompson, 1910, 113–120]. With international experiences fresh in
his memory, Thomson tried to widen the contributorship of his newly acquired journal. During the summer of 1845,
he discussed a change of title for the journal and the effects that such a change would have in the attitudes of his
contributors. Robert Leslie Ellis, who had been the interim editor for the CMJ, wrote Thomson that he had brought up
these considerations with Charles Graves, the newly appointed Professor of Mathematics at TCD. Ellis reported that
Graves believed the addition of the word “Dublin” into the title would be impressive to those at the College: “[h]e says
many of the younger men tell him they would be happy to contribute if they could look on the journal as in any degree
an organ of their university” [CUL, E57, 17 July 1845; quoted in Crilly, 2004, 475].
Ultimately, Thomson did add “Dublin” to the title, and his decision was soon rewarded by a devoted group of
Dublin contributors to the Journal. While only two TCD mathematicians had contributed to the CMJ, 18 members of
this group contributed almost one-quarter of the articles to the new series, dubbed the Cambridge and Dublin Mathe-
matical Journal (CDMJ). This Dublin group was only second to the 25 Cambridge mathematicians who contributed
half of the articles.17
Besides wanting to broaden his contributorship, Thomson also wanted his journal to have a more professional
character than of its predecessor. For example, he abolished the practice of printing articles anonymously or with
pseudonyms; this practice had been common in the CMJ and had indeed been used by Thomson, the former “PQR.”
In his investigation of the CMJ, Tony Crilly has pointed out that an alias “enabled an author to try out an idea without
risking controversy, so that undergraduates published anonymously, presumably under the principle that they could
be heard but not seen” [Crilly, 2004, 466]. Archibald Smith, in an 1845 response to Thomson’s wish to identify the
earlier pseudonyms, indicated the relief anonymity could afford when he wrote that “I have great objections to have
my name prefixed to any articles except perhaps those on the Wave theory tho[ugh]’ others were the mere sweepings
of any undergraduate M. S. S. to which I was ashamed even to put my initials” [Smith, 1845].
Beyond raising the character of his journal by eliminating aliases, Thomson also wanted the articles published in
the CDMJ to reflect a high quality of research. However, aware of the perilous economic conditions faced by every
independent mathematical journal, he conceded to other types of contributions that might increase subscribers, such as
publishing “papers of a more elementary kind. . . or more elegant forms of known results” [CUL, S595, 19 November
1845; quoted in Crilly, 2004, 477]. Crilly has argued that “[t]he range of articles indicates that it [the Cambridge and
17 The other contributions came from 5 Oxford mathematicians (who contributed 6% of the articles), 1 from Edinburgh (2% of the articles), 2 from
military colleges (6% of the articles), 1 not affiliated with a university (George Boole, with 4% of the articles), 3 of unknown affiliation (with 3%
of the articles), and 10 foreigners (5% of the articles). Of these foreigners, 3 wrote from France, 2 each from Germany and Italy, and 1 each from
the United States, Russia, and Sweden. For more on foreign contributors to the CDMJ and other 19th-century British mathematical journals, see
[Despeaux, 2002b].
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In effect undergraduates of 1846, apart from a few exceptions. . . , had lost a medium” [Crilly, 2004, 477–478]. Indeed,
the average contributor to Thomson’s journal was older than Gregory’s authors. Of the 59 CDMJ authors for which
birthdates were available, 32 were over 30 years old when publishing their first articles in the journal.18 Several of
these men, such as Arthur Cayley and Boole, had cut their mathematical teeth on the CMJ and were now contributing
to it as established mathematicians [Crilly, 2004, 477–478]; in fact, 13 contributors to the CDMJ had also contributed
to its predecessor.
These older contributors had different conceptions about the kind of forum the Cambridge and Dublin Mathemati-
cal Journal represented. Stokes viewed the Journal as an educational venue but reserved his most important research
for society journals such as the Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society. His attitudes can be seen in his
papers on Clairaut’s theorem in geodesy.19 Stokes wrote to Thomson that “I am writing a paper on Clairaut’s Theorem
for the Philosophl [i.e., the Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society], in which I introduce Laplace’s Co-
eff ts, but I propose to write another demonstration without Laplace’s Coeff ts for the [Cambridge and Dublin] mathl
journal, for the sake of the men” [Stokes, 1849a].20 Cayley, on the other hand, was happy to publish remarkable re-
search in the Journal; for example, it was there that he placed his discovery with George Salmon that 27 lines lie on a
cubic surface [Cayley, 1849].21
The CDMJ, unlike its predecessor, was not for students by students, nor was it completely for established re-
searchers by researchers. It was, instead, a mix of articles at various levels by mathematicians with various abilities. In
trying to please everyone, it seems that Thomson, in the end, did not please anyone; at least, he did not please enough
people to keep the CDMJ financially afloat. By 1850, the journal’s publisher, Macmillan & Co, reported to Thomson
that his enterprise was “not only losing but increasing in loss every late number” [CUL, PA1317, 18 May 1850]. Five
years later, the CDMJ was soon once again reincarnated into the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics
(QJPAM). With Norman MacLeod Ferrers, a co-editor of the later volumes of the CDMJ, and Sylvester at the helm
of an editorial team including Cayley, George Gabriel Stokes, and Charles Hermite, the QJPAM left its predecessors’
university focus for wider, international goals.
3.4. The Transactions of the Dublin University Philosophical Society
During the 19th century, mathematical journalism was an enterprise of students not only at Cambridge but also at
other British universities. When William Thomson was trying to decide on the name for his new series of the CMJ in
1845, recent graduates of TCD were publishing a journal in which mathematics figured prominently, the Transactions
of the Dublin University Philosophical Society.22
The preface to the second volume of the Transactions described the goals of the society:
During the year 1842, some of the students of Trinity College, of standing too junior to be admitted into the leading
scientific societies of Dublin, formed the plan of establishing a Society which would afford to persons in a similar position,
an opportunity of improving themselves in knowledge and in the art of composition, by writing papers on scientific and
literary subjects, suited to their tastes and information, and by reading such papers in a place where the subjects treated of
could be freely canvassed amongst their equals. [Dublin University Philosophical Society, 1846, v]
Not everyone in Dublin believed these Transactions would survive. In a letter to Thomson regarding the support that
he could expect from Dublin mathematicians, Charles Graves wrote that “I am on the point of leaving town otherwise
I would undertake to speak or write to Mr. Townsend about his paper. He is printing it in the proceedings of the
Dublin Univ. Phil. Soc. which will I suspect scarcely amount to a publication after all: so that he would do well to
18 Birthdate information was unavailable for six of the CDMJ contributors. The average age for a first contribution to the CDMJ was 32.8.
19 This theorem used the gravity at the equator and poles of the earth in order to determine its ellipticity. For more on this theorem and the role of
Stokes’s proof of it in mid-century Tripos reforms, see [Despeaux, 2002a, 356–357].
20 Stokes published this paper for “the men” as [Stokes, 1849b]. His paper to the Cambridge Philosophical Society was [Stokes, 1849c].
21 For more on this discovery, see [Despeaux, 2002a, 400–402].
22 TCD was not the only Irish university with ties to a periodical at this time. The Atlantis: A Register of Literature and Science. Conducted by
Members of the Catholic University of Ireland endured for five volumes from 1858 to 1870. This journal included only a few mathematical articles
by a very limited group of contributors and thus is not discussed in this paper.
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Townsend’s paper on “The Theory of Confocal Surfaces of the Second Order” was published, “on account of its length
and importance” [Dublin University Philosophical Society, 1846, vi], as the third volume of the Transactions of the
Dublin University Philosophical Society [Townsend, 1848].
In 1845, the Dublin Philosophical Society gained a university affiliation. In the six volumes of its Transactions,
“mathematics looms large” [McDowell, 1953, 13]. Of these mathematical articles, geometry predominates; this pre-
dominance seems unsurprising in light of the fact that TCD produced George Salmon and of the following comment
made by Hamilton to Augustus De Morgan: “I think there is a greater, or at least a more general aptitude for pure
geometry in Ireland than in England. The Fellows of T.C.D. are nearly all geometers, and some of them are extremely
good ones” [Hamilton, 1852].
The volume of mathematical papers proved to be so much for the society, that in 1845 it resolved to establish a
mathematical committee “for the purpose of promoting the investigation of pure and mixed Mathematics” [Dublin
University Philosophical Society, 1846, xii]. The report of this committee, instead of the actual papers, were to be
read at the Society’s meetings. Just as the young graduates of the society felt too junior for the established Dublin
scientific societies, the undergraduates at their university felt too junior to join their society. Thus, an Undergraduate
Philosophical Society, modeled on the Dublin University Philosophical Society, was established in 1853. By 1860,
the graduate society crumbled under the weight of competition from its undergraduate imitator, and, according to
the younger society’s centenary history, “the predominance of mathematical papers in its proceedings seems to have
killed it” [McDowell, 1953, 13].23
3.5. The Oxford, Cambridge, and Dublin Messenger of Mathematics
With the death of the Transactions of the Dublin University Philosophical Society and the reincarnation of the
CDMJ into the QJPAM, university mathematics students in Britain lacked a publication venue of their own—but
not for long. In 1862, the first volume of the Oxford, Cambridge, and Dublin Messenger of Mathematics, a Journal
Supported by Junior Mathematical Students, and Conducted by a Board of Editors Composed of Members of the Three
Universities was published.
The editors of this new enterprise were either current students or recent graduates at the journal’s launching. While
Oxford and TCD were represented among the Messenger’s editors, four of the six men directing the journal held firm
Cambridge ties. William Whitworth and Charles Taylor, both of St. John’s College, Cambridge, graduated as 16th and
9th wranglers, respectively, in 1862; a few years later, both men began extended fellowships [Venn, 1922–1954]. The
other two Cambridge editors matriculated at Cambridge from other British universities. Henry John Purkiss finished
an M.A. at the University of London before moving to Trinity College, Cambridge, from which he graduated as senior
wrangler and First Smith’s Prizeman in 1864. James McDowell, of Pembroke College, Cambridge, graduated with
Purkiss as seventeenth wrangler, but he had earlier won the first silver medal in mathematics while a student at TCD
[Boase, 1965].
John Casey, unlike McDowell, had studied exclusively at TCD and graduated with his B.A. in 1862. Besides his
work with the Messenger, Casey served for several years as a Dublin correspondent for the review periodical Jahrbuch
über die Fortschritte der Mathematik. In addition, he actively corresponded with mathematicians from abroad, “all of
whom held Casey’s work in high esteem” [Anon., 1890–1892, xxv].
The final editor on this board, Henry William Challis, was the only one with Oxford ties. During his editorship of
the Messenger, Challis studied at Merton College, Oxford and received his B.A. in 1864 and his M.A. in 1871 [Foster,
1887–1888]. With Challis, Oxford mathematicians joined the university mathematical journalistic tradition, and in the
20th century, they provided a substantial center for this publication venue.
The editors provided an interesting commentary on the state of university mathematics in the lengthy introduction to
the first volume of the Messenger. They complained that tutors advised students to “ ‘Shut your eyes and write down
your equations’. . . The operation of solving these equations is of entirely second-rate value; and yet it occupies—
and the limited range of low subjects makes it necessary that it should occupy—by far the most important place
in a mathematical education” [Casey, 1862, 1–2, 4]. To improve this situation, the editors founded their journal to
23 A venue for publishing mathematical articles under the auspices of TCD was revived in 1874 with the journal Hermathena. Ingram, an enthu-
siastic contributor to the Transactions before it, served on the early editorial board of the new journal.
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graduates, they recognized that their target audience needed an incentive to contribute to the Messenger, and they
promised that “the distinctness of conception, and the exercise of imagination required for such work will be found to
react on themselves with profit in University examinations.”
The directors of the new journal perceived that the mathematicians at Oxford, Cambridge, and TCD “are more
and more widely separating in style and selection of subjects; and this bids fair to be a serious evil. Let us have an
English school of mathematics by all means, but subdivisions in that school are simply an evil.” Perhaps, in order
to provide a more cohesive yet comprehensive presentation of mathematics, the editors wished to provide students
with memoirs tracing the development of mathematical subjects and asked “mathematicians of higher standing [to]. . .
furnish us with papers on these subjects for the benefit of their younger brethren.” Besides historical developments
of mathematical subjects, the editors solicited from “some competent person” reviews of the“state of the science and
the problems on which our professors at home and abroad are engaged,” such as “this all powerful new Calculus of
Quaternions. . . We would most earnestly solicit information on such subjects as these; for which no magazine that
previously existed, is at all adapted.” [Casey, 1862, 2–4].
Although it was aimed at British university students, the Oxford, Cambridge, and Dublin Messenger of Mathemat-
ics received notice abroad. A review of the journal’s first volume in the Nouvelles annales de mathématique, a “journal
of the candidates at the École polytechnique and the École normale,” provided commentary on both the Messenger and
the British educational system: “[w]e recommend this journal to those of our readers who would like to learn about
the methods adopted in England for teaching science. The direction given towards scientific studies in this country
differs greatly from that which we follow in France; each one has its good attributes, and thus it is useful to know
both” [Anon., 1863, 191].24
As subsequent volumes of the Messenger appeared, several of the plans of the journal’s editors materialized. In the
“all powerful” area of quaternions, there appeared the three-part article “Quaternions” by Peter Guthrie Tait, Profes-
sor of Physics at the University of Edinburgh and a late-19th-century champion of quaternions [Tait, 1862]. Phillip
Kelland, Professor of Mathematics at Edinburgh, contributed “Quaternions, or the Doctrine of Vectors. Elementary
Illustrations” [Kelland, 1864]. In the arena of student preparation, Cayley provided several papers on the Smith’s Prize
examination and the Tripos [Cayley, 1868, 1871a, 1871b]. Besides directing the Messenger, the editors themselves
provided almost one-quarter of the articles for their journal.
By the fifth volume of the Oxford, Cambridge, and Dublin Messenger of Mathematics, only Whitworth, Taylor,
and William Turnbull,25 all of Cambridge, remained on the editorial staff. At the end of this volume, in 1871, a new
initiative supported by Whitworth, Taylor, and three new editors cut the university ties of the journal.26 By naming the
new series of their journal the Messenger of Mathematics, the editors hoped to “appeal directly to the mathematical
world at large, and to remove from their title-page any words which might be supposed to limit the sphere of usefulness
of the Messenger” [Anon., 1871, iii].
James Glaisher, the last addition to this editorial team, graduated from Cambridge as second wrangler in 1871 and
obtained a fellowship at Trinity College, where he resided the rest of his life [Forsyth, 1929, 101]. By the end of the
1870s, he alone was left to lead this journal into the twentieth century [Hardy, 1929, 159].27
Although the journal had formally cut its university ties, with Glaisher as the only editorial gatekeeper, the Messen-
ger formed a conducive publication venue for young mathematicians. Those who had made their mathematical début
in the Messenger included Henry Baker, William Burnside, Edwin Bailey Elliott, and Andrew Russell Forsyth, all of
whom would serve as President of the London Mathematical Society [Hardy, 1929, 159–160]. In fact, the mean age at
24
“Nous recommandons ce journal à ceux de nos lecteurs qui voudraient prendre connaissance des méthodes adoptées pour l’enseignement des
sciences, en Angleterre. La direction donnée aux études scientifiques, dans ce pays, diffère beaucoup de celle que nous suivons en France; chacune
d’elles a son bon côté, et c’est pourquoi il est utile de les connaître toutes deux.”
25 William Turnbull, a Trinity College, Cambridge student who graduated second to Purkiss in the Tripos and Smith’s Prize examination in 1864,
replaced Purkiss on the Messenger’s editorial board after the latter’s early death by drowning in the River Cam in 1865 [Boase, 1965].
26 Two of these new editors were Richard Pendlebury, the senior wrangler and First Smith’s Prizeman for 1870, and William Lewis, a new fellow
of Oriel College, Oxford.
27 While the names of Whitworth, Taylor, and Pendlebury appear on the title page of the Messenger as late as its eighth volume (May 1878–
April 1879), Hardy states that Glaisher was the lone editor of the journal from 1877 or 1878.
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were in their twenties or teens when they first contributed.28
As a lifelong unmarried Fellow in residence, Glaisher became very active in British scientific societies and periodi-
cals. He also served on the editorial board of the QJPAM, and by the 1895–1896 volume, he was again the only one left
to direct the enterprise; he continued to edit both the Messenger and the QJPAM until his death in 1928. To Glaisher
fell the inheritance of two journals founded by university students for the encouragement of young researchers.29
4. Reforms in higher education in mathematics in Britain, 1870–1900
During his many years at Cambridge, Glaisher witnessed significant changes to the Cambridge examination system
that sought to increase the initiative for students to enter into mathematical research. For example, in 1872, Trinity
College, Cambridge invited its fellowship candidates to submit dissertations. This innovation was soon adopted by
St. John’s and King’s Colleges at Cambridge, and many of the fellowship dissertations “were later published providing
lasting contributions to mathematical research” [Barrow-Green, 1999, 296]. In 1883, the Smith’s Prize competitions
shifted to written expositions. While not required to do so, several Cambridge professors advised students writing
their prize essays “and with their support many distinguished research careers were launched” [Barrow-Green, 1999,
308].30
Pressure from mathematicians for even wider reforms in higher education emerged in the evidence presented to
the Royal Commission on Scientific Instruction and the Advancement of Science, established in 1870.31 For example,
Henry John Stephen Smith, Savilian Professor of Geometry at Oxford, testified that “[i]t may be the most obvious
duty of a University to educate the great mass of the men who come to it, but I sometimes feel that duty is almost
second to that of teaching those who will have to be teachers in their turn, and of trying to train the few who may one
day become discoverers in science” [Royal Commission on Scientific Instruction and the Advancement of Science,
1872–1875, Minutes of Evidence, 1: 225]. Also testifying was William Thomson, who succinctly stated that “In
science a professor cannot be a good teacher unless he is also an investigator” [Royal Commission on Scientific
Instruction and the Advancement of Science, 1872–1875, Minutes of Evidence, 2: 112]. The Commission reported
that several witnesses strongly advocated “[t]he plan of requiring from a candidate for the Doctorate in Science a
dissertation embodying an account of some original research of his own. . . [as] has been adopted in several of the
German Universities, and [which] has now become the established rule in France” [Royal Commission on Scientific
Instruction and the Advancement of Science, 1872–1875, Third Report, 3: lix]. After hearing such evidence, the
Commission recommended that a Doctorate of Science based on research be established at Cambridge, Oxford, and
London [Royal Commission on Scientific Instruction and the Advancement of Science, 1872–1875, Third Report, 3:
lvii; Seventh Report, 3: 3]. In the 1860s, the D.Sc. degree had been established at the University of London, but it was
awarded on the basis of examinations; by the mid-1880s, it was conferred on the basis of original work [Harte, 1986,
111, 135]. In 1883, Cambridge began also offering a doctorate of science degree based on original work [Simpson,
1983, 57] and in 1900, a degree awarded on the same basis arrived in Oxford [Engle, 1983, 265].
In the case of the Scottish universities, Muir in 1884 argued that “[w]e recognize two of the functions of a
University—instruction and research; we ignore, so far as mathematics is concerned, a third and equally impor-
tant function—instruction in research.” Instead of new Scottish M.A.s going to Cambridge to get a B.A., Muir asked,
“Is it altogether absurd. . . to suggest that a graduate who gains a scholarship should remain during the tenure of his
scholarship in his own university, there to grow in knowledge under his favourite professor’s guidance, to learn to
teach, to be initiated into independent research?” [Muir, 1884, 11–12]. Like London, the University of Edinburgh
had in the 1860s established a D.Sc. based on examinations, and in the 1880s, the degree began to represent original
work [Horn, 1967, 179]. By 1895, Glasgow, St. Andrews, and Aberdeen had established five-year research programs
leading to the D.Sc. [Simpson, 1983, 67].
28 The birthdates for 25 of the 200 contributors to the Messenger have not been found.
29 After Glaisher’s death on December 7, 1928 at the age of 80, the energy and financial help he gave to both journals could not be sustained by
his successors. As a result, the Messenger was absorbed into a new series of the QJPAM centered at Oxford.
30 For more on the institutional reforms at Cambridge during the early twentieth century, see [Barrow-Green and Gray, 2006].
31 This body, also known as the Devonshire Commission, collected testimonies for five years from Britain’s leading scientists and published eight
reports [Simpson, 1983, 31]. The third and seventh reports contained recommendations for Britain’s universities.
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British universities, working within a centuries-old institutional framework, could only very slowly make changes to
their structures. The process of providing postgraduate degree programs for British students was gradual and tentative
during the last third of the 19th century. Simpson has asserted that even at the beginning of the 20th century, “while
certain individual teachers gave a great deal of their time and experience to a few outstanding students, there was
nothing that could as yet be even remotely described as systematic instruction for graduate students” [Simpson, 1983,
67]. However, as the comments above illustrate, the concept of this systematic instruction was beginning to solidify
during this period in the minds of British mathematicians. By the 1880s, the question of who played the role of an
advisor becomes relevant for British mathematics.
As the overview of higher education in Britain from 1800 to 1870 above has shown, however, the formal advi-
sor/advisee concept is not a very useful one to impose on British mathematics during the middle third of the 19th
century. Nonetheless, from 1837 to 1870, a group of recent mathematics graduates and current students conducted
four university-affiliated journals that provided mentorship and direction for budding mathematicians. Within an edu-
cational context that was slow to change, these mathematicians found an innovative way to encourage their “younger
brethren” to conduct research.
Within a system for higher education markedly different from those of the rest of Europe and the United States, the
genre of university affiliated journals in Britain provided a desperately needed opportunity for the interaction and peer
criticism so critical to the training of research mathematicians. These journals gave students and graduates a venue in
which to broaden mathematical experiences beyond the formerly limited shape defined by the demands of university
examinations. As the case of Boole illustrates, a journal could introduce an outsider to university mathematicians. The
Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal and the Oxford, Cambridge, and Dublin Messenger of Mathematics
introduced mathematicians of one university to those of others. These journals served to fan the sparks of mathemat-
ical interest that its contributors received as students into a sustainable desire to conduct mathematical research as
graduates.
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